In heart failure (HF), T-tubule (TT) disruption contributes to dyssynchronous calcium (Ca) release and impaired contraction, but its role in arrhythmogenesis remains unclear. In this study, we investigate the effects of TT disruption and other HF remodeling factors on Ca alternans in ventricular myocytes using computer modeling. A ventricular myocyte model with detailed spatiotemporal Ca cycling modeled by a coupled Ca release unit (CRU) network was used, in which the L-type Ca channels and the ryanodine receptor (RyR) channels were simulated by random Markov transitions. TT disruption, which removes the L-type Ca channels from the associated CRUs, results in "orphaned" RyR clusters and thus provides increased opportunity for spark-induced Ca sparks to occur. This effect combined with other HF remodeling factors promoted alternans by two distinct mechanisms: 1) for normal sarco-endoplasmic reticulum Ca ATPase (SERCA) activity, alternans was caused by both CRU refractoriness and coupling. The increased opportunity for spark-induced sparks by TT disruption combined with the enhanced CRU coupling by Ca elevation in the presence or absence of increased RyR leakiness facilitated spark synchronization on alternate beats to promote Ca alternans; 2) for down-regulated SERCA, alternans was caused by the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca load-dependent mechanism, independent of CRU refractoriness. TT disruption and increased RyR leakiness shifted and steepened the SR Ca release-load relationship, which combines with down-regulated SERCA to promote Ca alternans. In conclusion, the mechanisms of Ca alternans for normal and down-regulated SERCA are different, and TT disruption promotes Ca alternans by both mechanisms, which may contribute to alternans at different stages of HF.
Introduction
In normal ventricular myocytes, the transverse-tubule (TT) network exists to facilitate effective excitation-contraction coupling by allowing synchronous calcium (Ca) release from the deep within the interior as well as the surface of the cell [1, 2] . Voltage gated L-type Ca channels (LCCs) are distributed in clusters in the TT membrane in close proximity to clusters of ryanodine receptor (RyR) channels in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) membrane, forming a Ca release unit (CRU) network. Ca entry from the opening of one or more LCCs in a CRU can trigger the opening of its associated RyRs to release SR Ca into the cytosol via Cainduced Ca release (CICR). During an action potential, the activation of LCCs in the TT network allows simultaneous Ca release of the CRUs throughout the cell and thus facilitates synchronous contraction of the myofilaments, a key feature promoting effective excitation-contraction coupling. In heart failure (HF), the TT network becomes disorganized and disrupted [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , causing some CRUs to lose their corresponding LCCs and resulting in so-called orphaned RyR clusters [4] . Lacking associated LCCs, the RyRs in the orphaned RyR clusters cannot be directly activated by LCCs, but have a probability of being activated later by Ca released from the neighboring CRUs. This leads to dyssynchronous Ca release and a reduced Ca transient amplitude [5, 8] , which impairs contractile function. Besides causing dyssynchronous Ca release, TT disruption can also have consequences on the myocyte's action potential properties [10, 12] , which may contribute to arrhythmogenesis [13, 14] .
In addition to TT disruption, HF remodeling involves many other proteins [15] [16] [17] [18] , including increased RyR leakiness, down-regulated sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca ATPase (SERCA), and altered ionic currents, as well as structural changes, which depend on the stage of HF development. In addition to contractile dysfunction, these changes also promote arrhythmogenesis in HF, notably pulsus alternans and T-wave alternans (TWA), which have been known for more than a century to increase arrhythmia risk [19, 20] . TWA is currently used clinically as a risk prognosticator for ventricular arrhythmias in patients with HF [21] [22] [23] . Experimental studies have shown that pacinginduced HF remodeling promotes action potential duration (APD) and Ca alternans [24] [25] [26] [27] , with Ca alternans being the primary origin. Two mechanisms of Ca alternans have been described and analyzed both experimentally and theoretically: 1) SR Ca load-dependent alternans, in which SR Ca content alternates in phase with cytoplasmic free Ca, requiring a steep SR Ca release-load relationship (or fractional SR Ca release curve) [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ; 2) refractoriness-dependent alternans, in which refractoriness of RyRs is required for Ca to alternate, while SR Ca load alternans is not required [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . However, how TT disruption interacts with other remodeling factors to promote Ca alternans in HF, and which specific mechanisms are involved, are still poorly understood.
Accordingly, in this study, we investigated the effects of TT disruption and other HF remodeling factors on the susceptibility to Ca alternans in computer simulations, using a ventricular myocyte model with detailed spatiotemporal Ca cycling. The model contains a CRU network of spatially-distributed LCC and RyR clusters, in which TT disruption was simulated by random removal of LCC clusters and redistribution of the corresponding LCCs to other CRUs in the cell. Since the electrophysiological remodeling in HF is complex and depends on the stage of HF as well as species, for simplicity, we carried out simulations under the following conditions: 1) normal Ca cycling proteins; 2) remodeled Ca cycling proteins; and 3) remodeled Ca cycling proteins and other remodeled ionic currents. We show that: 1) for normal SERCA activity, TT disruption without I Ca,L reduction, I Ca,L reduction alone, or both together can promote Ca alternans. The mechanism of Ca alternans is refractoriness-dependent, in which randomness of CRU activation, CRU refractoriness, and CRU recruitment interact to cause alternans, as described by the 3R theory developed by us previously [37, 41] . TT disruption results in orphaned RyR clusters, increasing the opportunity for spark-induced sparks to occur and facilitating spark synchronization to promote alternans; 2) for down-regulated SERCA, Ca alternans is caused by a steep SR load-release relationship. Alternans due to this mechanism can occur at very slow pacing rates. Increased RyR leakiness and TT disruption shift and steepen the fractional SR Ca release curve to promote alternans. We conclude that the mechanisms of Ca alternans for normal and down-regulated SERCA are different, and TT disruption promotes Ca alternans by both mechanisms, which may contribute to arrhythmogenic alternans in different stages of HF.
Methods

Ventricular cell model
The ventricular cell model is an action potential model with detailed spatiotemporal Ca cycling which includes a diffusively-coupled network of 100x20x10 CRUs, forming a three-dimensional cell (Fig. 1A) . Details of the model were presented in our previous publication [42] , and the parameters were the same unless stated in the present study. Briefly, each CRU contains 4 sub-spaces: a network SR space (NSR), a junctional SR space (JSR), a dyadic space (DS), and a cytosolic space. Ca diffuses freely between the NSR and the JSR, and between the DS and the cytosolic space. Under normal conditions, each CRU contains one cluster of 10 LCCs and one cluster of 100 RyRs. Ca enters the DS via the LCCs, which were simulated with stochastic Markov transitions. Ca is released from the JSR to DS via the RyRs which were also simulated by stochastic Markov transitions. Ca is extruded from cytosol via Na-Ca exchange (NCX) and taken up from cytosol via the SERCA pump. The CRUs are locally coupled by Ca diffusion in the cytosol and in the NSR. Fig. 1B shows an action potential and a line scan of cytosolic Ca of the normal control model at a pacing cycle length (PCL) of 500 ms. The cell model was periodically paced with this normal action potential wave form (action potential clamp) for all simulations except the ones in Fig. 7 .
TT disruption
TT disruption was modeled by removing LCC clusters from the CRU network, causing the corresponding RyR clusters to become orphaned. Since no quantitative data is available on TT disruption, we randomly chose CRUs with a probability p LCC and removed their corresponding LCC clusters, i.e., p LCC is the percentage of LCC clusters removed. Experimental studies have shown that the whole-cell I Ca,L in HF is either reduced or unchanged [15, 18] . In most of the simulations, we retained the same whole-cell I Ca,L by randomly re-distributing the removed LCCs back into the CRUs with LCC clusters. Therefore, with the exception of the simulations in Fig. 3 , TT disruption for all other simulations in which a percentage (p LCC ) of LCC clusters were randomly removed, the total number of LCCs remained constant. 
Other HF remodeling
HF remodeling is a complex process which depends on the stage and etiology of HF. Here we choose a set of parameters to simulate other HF remodeling alterations largely based on the two references [17, 43] as follows: 1) RyR leakiness was increased by increasing the transition rate from the closed state to the open state by 30%; 2) the maximum SERCA activity was reduced by 50% and K d was reduced from 1 μM to 0.5 μM to simulate increased phospholamban phosphorylation [44] ; 3) I NCX was doubled; and 4) I Ks , I Kr , I to , and I K1 were reduced by 50%. In this study, intracellular sodium concentration ([Na] i ) was used as a parameter instead of a variable, which is elevated in HF.
Numerical methods
The details of the computational methods have been presented previously [42] . Briefly, the NSR and cytosolic space were discretized into three-dimensional spatial grids using a 0.2x0.2x0.2 μm 3 spatial resolution, such that each CRU contains 250 computational voxels, a JSR, and a DS. Therefore, a 20,000-CRU cell model contains more than 2 million randomly simulated ion channels and 5 million computational voxels. The equations were simulated using an operator splitting method with a time step of 0.01 ms. Although our code can simulate 1 s of heart time in 10 minutes of real time with our advanced computational methods [42] , it is still computationally expensive for large-scale simulations. To perform systematic studies, we used a smaller CRU network which contains 20x10x5 CRUs (for simulations in Figs. 4 and 5). As we have shown before [38] (and confirmed in present study), the smaller grid gives almost the same result as the full model with slightly larger random fluctuations. All computations were performed on an Intel Xeon 2.53 GHz processor using Graphical Processing Unit parallel computing with an NVIDIA Tesla C2050. [Ca] SR (μM)
Results
Effects of TT disruption on the
[Ca] i (μM) t (ms) t (ms) t (ms) t peak =35 ms t peak =40 ms t peak =50 ms The fractional release curves were calculated as described in a previous study [37] .
peak [Ca] i , and made Ca release more dyssynchronous (see the line scans). The addition of TT disruption exacerbated the alterations to the Ca transient and dyssynchronous Ca release, but modestly increased the SR Ca load. The reason is straightforward: the efficiency of SR Ca release was reduced by orphaned RyR clusters, such that more Ca was retained in the SR and less was extruded by NCX, increasing the SR Ca load. Therefore, while TT disruption enhances dyssynchronous Ca release, it can also increase SR load if the whole-cell I Ca,L is not reduced. Fig. 2D compares the fractional SR Ca release under the three conditions as above. HF-remodeling changes in SERCA, RyR and NCX increased the steepness of the SR Ca fractional release-load relationship and shifted the curve to the lower SR Ca. TT disruption further steepened the fractional release curve with small right shift. The rightward shift occurs because after TT disruption, the orphaned RyR clusters do not fire at low SR Ca load, and thus the total number of CRUs activated to release Ca is less than that in the case of no TT disruption. However, once the SR Ca load reaches a certain level, sparks from the normal CRUs with LCCs recruit the orphaned RyR clusters to fire, resulting in a steep increase in the total number of firing CRUs and a steeper SR fractional release curve. The left shift and steepening of the fractional release curve by HF remodeling agrees with the experimental results observed in failing myocytes [45] .
Effects of the TT disruption on Ca alternans when RyR and SERCA properties are normal
To analyze the effects of TT disruption on alternans, we first studied the condition in which NCX, RyR properties and SERCA activity are normal. To enhance CICR, we increased [Na] i to augment cellular Ca loading, as occurs in HF. With normal I Ca,L , increasing [Na] i from the control value of 9 mM to 14 mM did not produce alternans at PCL = 500 ms (black traces in Fig. 3 ), despite a doubling of peak [Ca] i (compare to Fig. 1B) .
As shown in our previous studies [37, 38] , reducing I Ca,L promotes Ca alternans by reducing the number of primary sparks activated by LCC openings, thereby making more CRUs available to be recruited as secondary (spark-induced) sparks. By reducing the single channel conductance g LCC by 30%, peak I Ca,L decreased from 6 pA/pF to 4 pA/pF, and Ca alternans now occurred at the same PCL = 500 ms (purple traces in Fig. 3A) . In the second case, 30% of the LCC clusters were randomly removed from the myocyte (resulting in 30% of the RyR clusters being orphaned), which also caused a 30% reduction in whole-cell I Ca,L and promoted Ca alternans (purple traces in Fig. 3B ). In the third case, instead of removing the LCCs from the myocytes, these (30%) LCCs were randomly redistributed to other CRUs (so that the total number of LCCs remained the same and the whole cell I Ca,L was not decreased, and in fact became slightly larger due to a weaker Ca-dependent inactivation of the LCCs that were no longer sensing the higher Ca in dyadic space), Ca alternans still developed (purple traces in Fig. 3C ). These findings show that not only is the amplitude of whole-cell I Ca,L important for Ca alternans, but also the spatial distribution of LCCs.
To systematically study the effects of the spatial distribution of LCCs on Ca alternans, we carried out simulations using different levels of Ca load (by changing [Na] i ) and varying the percentage of TT disruption (with total LCCs remaining the same by redistributing the LCCs from the removed LCC clusters to other CRUs). The results at a fixed PCL = 500 ms are shown in 
The dependence of Ca alternans on PCL is shown in Fig. 4C . For [Na] i = 11 mM and p LCC = 30%, alternans started between PCL = 800 ms and 700 ms, and its amplitude increased together with SR load as PCL was decreased further. SR load alternated together with peak [Ca] i . However, if [Ca] SR was clamped at a constant load (700 μM) and other conditions were the same as in Fig. 4C , alternans still occurred, although its onset started at a shorter PCL (between 500 ms and 400 ms), as shown in Fig. 4D . Since alternans occurred even when SR Ca was clamped, this indicates that refractoriness of SR Ca release was primarily responsible for alternans. However, SR load alternans also amplified Ca alternans under these conditions, since the onset of alternans occurred at a longer PCL when the SR load was allowed to vary freely.
Effects of TT disruption on Ca alternans when SERCA is down-regulated
We next studied the condition in which SERCA is down-regulated with increased RyR leakiness and I NCX as described in Methods. Fig. 5A shows how [Na] i and the percentage of TT disruption affected the alternans amplitude (ΔCa ALT ). TT disruption promoted Ca alternans, but, unlike the case in Fig. 4A , TT disruption was not obligatory, since at 0% TT disruption, Ca alternans still occurred, albeit at a higher [Na] i . (Fig. 5D ), indicating that Ca alternans depended on SR load alternans. Moreover, at these slow pacing rates, the SR and RyRs were fully recovered. Therefore, the refractoriness of SR Ca release due to SR refilling or RyR recovery played no role here. Interestingly, if the magnitude of the SERCA was restored to the normal value, the onset of alternans now occurred at a much shorter PCL (Fig. 5E) , in the same range as in Fig. 4C , indicating the importance of decreased SERCA pump activity in promoting alternans. Note that Ca alternans at slow heart rates (≤0.5 Hz) have been observed in experimental studies [29, 33, 35] . A major difference is that for normal SERCA activity, Ca uptake by the SR was much greater following the large release beat. However, when SERCA was down-regulated, Ca uptake by the SR was less following the large release beat than that following the small release beat (see Discussion).
Effects of HF remodeling on both APD and Ca alternans
Besides remodeling of Ca cycling proteins, many ion channels are also remodeled in HF. Therefore, we also simulated a third condition in which we added these ionic current alterations (see Methods) to the Ca cycling protein remodeling to study the interaction between voltage and Ca on alternans. We paced the model with voltage running freely (equivalent to current clamp conditions). Under the normal control condition, decreasing the PCL from 500 to 200 ms did not induce alternans. When Ca cycling properties and ionic currents were modified to simulate HF remodeling, with 30% TT disruption and elevated [Na] i from 9 to 10 mM, APD prolonged from 160 ms (Fig. 1B) to 230 ms ( Fig. 7A ). APD and Ca alternans now both occurred at very slow heart rates, beginning at PCL = 5 s. If, instead of allowing voltage to run freely, we paced the myocyte with the action potential waveform corresponding to that immediately before the onset of alternans, Ca alternans still occurred at the same PCL with roughly the same magnitude (open circles in Fig. 7B ). This indicates that alternans originates primarily from the Ca cycling system in this model. Moreover, the lower SERCA activity is the major cause of alternans at slow rates, based on the simulations above.
Discussion
TT disruption is one of the remodeling consequences of HF known to contribute to dyssynchronous Ca release and impair excitationcontraction coupling. In a recent study [14] , Hong et al. showed that loss of TTs also increased the propensity to arrhythmias in mouse hearts. However, the mechanistic link between TT disruption and arrhythmias is not well-understood [13] . In this study, we used computer modeling to investigate this issue and show that TT disruption plays an important role in promoting Ca alternans, a precursor which predisposes the heart to spatially discordant APD alternans and initiation of reentrant arrhythmias [46] .
Mechanisms of TT disruption promoting Ca alternans
Our findings indicate that TT disruption per se does not cause Ca alternans, but promotes Ca alternans in combination with other changes. Two mechanisms of Ca alternans have been described [41, 47] . The first mechanism is SR load-dependent, which was rigorously analyzed in theoretical studies [28, 30] and supported by evidence from experiments [29, 32, 33] . This mechanism depends on a steep SR release-load relationship and reduced SERCA activity which work synergistically to promote Ca alternans, which is mathematically described as [30] :
where l k is the SR load of the previous paced beat and l k+1 is that of the present beat. g(l k ) is the fractional SR Ca release and h(c k + 1 p ) is the Ca taken up by the SR, with c k + 1 p being the peak [Ca] i of the present beat. Eq. (1) predicts that alternans occurs when
where g′ and h′ are the slopes of the two functions at the steady state, respectively. Therefore, alternans is promoted by a steep fractional SR release curve (large g′) and/or a shallow SR uptake function (small h ′). A shallow uptake function indicates that the amount of Ca taken up by the SR is not very insensitive to the magnitude of cytosolic free [Ca] i . For example, in the two cases shown in Fig. 6 , when SERCA activity was normal, Ca uptake following the large release beat was much greater than that following the small release beat (Fig. 6A) . However, when SERCA activity was reduced as in HF, the Ca taken up by the SR following the large beat was actually less than that of the small release beat (in this case h′ b 0) (Fig. 6B) , which is the mechanism promoting alternans based on Eq. (2). Since this mechanism of alternans does not depend on refractoriness, alternans can occur at normal or slow heart rates, as indeed observed in experiments [29, 33, 35] . As shown in Fig. 2D , HF remodeling steepens the fractional SR release curve and TT disruption made it even steeper. Moreover, TT disruption results in a higher SR load (Fig. 2C) . Therefore, in this mechanism of alternans, TT disruption promotes Ca alternans by steepening the fractional SR release curve and increasing SR load. However, as [Na] i = 10 mM and p LCC = 30%.
shown in Fig. 5A , alternans can occur without TT disruption, and TT disruption plays the role of a facilitator. The second mechanism of Ca alternans is related to CRU refractoriness, and is also well-supported by experiments in which Ca alternans occurs without concomitant SR load alternans [35, 36, 39, 40] . Theoretical analysis (called 3R theory) [37, 41] shows that refractoriness alone is not sufficient, and the ability of CRUs to activate neighboring CRUs (Ca spark-induced secondary sparks) via diffusive coupling is also required. The mathematical description of this theory is
where N k+1 is the number of Ca sparks in the present beat, N k is the number of sparks in the previous beat, N 0 is the total number of CRUs, and f is a nonlinear function describing the recruitment rate, which was derived as:
In Eqs. (3) and (4), α is the probability or percentage of sparks triggered by the random opening of the LCCs (the first R of the 3R theory); γ is the probability that a spark recruits a neighboring CRU to fire (the second R); and β is the probability that a CRU which on the previous beat remains refractory during the present beat (the third R). M is the number of neighbors of a CRU. α and γ are affected by many physiological factors (see Nivala and Qu [38] ), such as LCC open probability, SR load, RyR leakiness, SERCA activity, NCX, and CRU spacing, and β is determined jointly by CRU refractoriness and PCL. Ca alternans occurs when β and γ are large, and α is in the intermediate range (gray region in Fig. 8A ). It is intuitively clear that in order to have an alternating beatto-beat pattern, the refractory period of CRUs must be engaged. Otherwise the same number of CRUs would fire from beat to beat. However, due to the randomness of sparks, just engaging the refractory period is not sufficient to result in alternans. Coupling between CRUs is needed to locally synchronize the CRUs to fire so that more CRUs fire on one beat than on the alternate beat, resulting in alternans. However, if all the CRUs are triggered by their LCCs (high α), there is no chance for recruitment to occur. Factors that decrease the number of sparks triggered by LCCs include: 1) reduced LCC conductance or open probability; 2) reduced LCC-RyR coupling fidelity (e.g., due to enlarged dyadic volume); and 3) TT disruption. In the first two cases, the beat-to-beat firing probability of a CRU is not 100% because of the reduced LCC conductance, open probability or reduced LCC-RyR coupling fidelity. That is, CRUs are not reliably triggered by their LCCs. The CRUs which are not activated by LCCs then provide the chance for spark-induced sparks to occur (this is why alternans requires α b 1 in the 3R theory [37, 41] ).
In the third case, removal of LCC clusters provides the chance for spark-induced sparks to occur by creating orphaned RyR clusters. Thus, the role of TT disruption in promoting alternans is to allow recruitment to occur. As shown in Fig. 4A , TT disruption is required for alternans when LCC and LCC-RyR coupling are normal.
In summary (Fig. 8B) , TT disruption results in orphaned RyR clusters, which reduces the number of CRUs activated by LCC clusters and thereby increases the opportunity for recruitment. In the SR Ca loaddependent mechanism of alternans, recruitment causes a steeper SR fractional release curve which promotes alternans. In the RyR refractoriness-dependent mechanism of alternans, the recruitment allows synchronization of sparks to promote alternans. TT disruption may increase SR load which is also a factor promoting Ca alternans.
Implications to Ca alternans in HF
Electrophysiological remodeling in HF is complex and evolves over time as HF progresses [15] [16] [17] [18] . As shown in animal studies [26, 48] , the Ca transient can be increased in early stages of HF, but becomes prolonged with reduced amplitude in later stages of HF. It is likely that in the early stages, SERCA is still relatively normal and Ca is increased due to elevated [Na] i , while in the late stages, SERCA down-regulation and RyR leakiness depress the Ca transient. However, TT disruption may start early in the development of HF [6, 49] . Based on these observations, coupled with the mechanistic insights from our computational results, one can speculate that different mechanisms may be involved in Ca alternans at different stages of HF. In the early stage when SERCA activity is still relatively normal, Ca elevation due to [Na] i elevation increases both α and γ with or without increased RyR leakiness (from the black star to the yellow star in Fig. 8A ) [38] . However, this does not cause alternans. TT disruption then reduces α to allow spark-induced sparks to occur, which results in alternans (from the yellow star to the red star in Fig. 8A ). Therefore, TT disruption plays a very important role in promoting alternans in this stage. In the later stages of HF where SERCA is down-regulated, leaky RyR and TT disruption result in a steeper SR fractional release curve and shift the curve to a lower Ca load (Fig. 2D) , promoting Ca alternans by the SR loaddependent mechanism. In this setting, TT disruption plays a less important role and increased RyR leakiness and SERCA down-regulation are the key factors. Note that in the early stage of HF, alternans requires the presence of refractoriness, and thus, tends to occur at fast heart rates, and may not be seen at normal heart rates. In the late stage of HF, however, refractoriness is not required, alternans can occur at either fast or slow heart rates, which may be responsible for pulsus alternans seen at normal heart rates in patients with severe end-stage HF. 
Refractory-dependent Alternans
Normal SERCA, Refractoriness, CRU coupling
SR load-dependent Alternans
Low SERCA, Steep fracƟonal release (4) demarcating the region of Ca alternans (gray shading) when refractoriness (β) is high, according to the 3R theory [37] . Assuming the black star as the normal position, elevation of [Ca] i and SR load due to elevation of [Na] i increases α and γ, bringing the system to the yellow star. TT disruption reduces LCC-triggered sparks and thus reduces α, bringing the system into the alternans region (red star). B. Schematic plot summarizing the mechanisms by which TT disruption promotes Ca alternans.
Limitations
Several limitations should be mentioned. Although our cell model contains a spatially-distributed CRU network, the CRU model lacks asymmetrical details of geometry, RyR localization, and heterogeneous RyR cluster distribution [50] [51] [52] . In addition, in our simulations, the TTs were randomly disrupted, which may not be realistic. Spatial correlation or coarser patterns of TT disruption may cause more complex spatiotemporal behaviors of Ca alternans and other Ca cycling dynamics which need to be addressed in future studies. Refractoriness of Ca release is controversial, with time constants measured experimentally ranging from 100 to 650 ms [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Some studies have concluded that the refractoriness is mainly related to SR refilling and luminal Ca sensing, while others show that it is due to recovery of the RyR channels. The refractoriness in our model is caused by RyR recovery from inactivation and the time constant is in the slow range (Fig. 6 ). This accounts for alternans occurring at PCL = 500 ms or less when alternans is refractoriness-dependent. A related issue is our use of the RyR model by Stern et al. [58] , in which spark termination is caused by cytosolic Ca-dependent inactivation of RyRs, for which there is no clear experimental evidence. To address this concern, we repeated some of the key simulations presented in this study using a completely different ventricular myocyte model developed by Restrepo et al. [59] in which RyR opening and inactivation are regulated by luminal SR Ca via calsequestrin. We repeated the simulations shown in Fig. 3 and obtained similar results (see Supplemental Fig. S1 ). We also used this model to simulate the effects of SERCA pump and confirmed that when SERCA was reduced to a sufficiently low level, alternans occurred at very slow heart rates (see Supplemental Fig. S2 ), in agreement with our conclusions using the Stern et al. model. In the future, other ventricular myocyte models or RyR models can be tested to further validate these conclusions. We expect that although quantitatively differences may exist, the qualitative effects of TT disruption on Ca alternans and the conditions for the two mechanisms of Ca alternans will hold true in general. Finally, in our model of HF (Fig. 7) , we showed that alternans was primarily driven by the Ca cycling instability. At fast heart rates, however, APD restitution is engaged, and as shown in previous studies [30, 60, 61] , the bidirectional coupling between voltage and Ca plays an important role in promoting alternans.
Conclusions
Despite these limitations, our present study provides mechanistic insights into: 1) the conditions for the two distinct mechanisms of Ca alternans in HF; 2) the roles of TT disruption in promoting Ca alternans; and 3) the mechanisms of alternans at different stages of HF development. Moreover, our study also shows that the spatial distribution of LCCs, not the magnitude of the whole-cell current per se, plays an important role in Ca alternans, i.e., alternans can be induced by altered spatial distribution of LCCs.
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